Speciation Practice Free Response Scoring Guidelines
Question 1
Phylogeny reflects the evolutionary history of organisms.
(a) Define, discuss, and given an example of how each of the following isolating mechanisms contributes to speciation in organisms:
Geographical barriers, Ecological (including seasonal) isolation, Behavioral isolation, Polyploidy
(b) Explain THREE methods that have been used to investigate the phylogeny of organisms. Describe a strength or weakness of each
method: Fossils (paleontology), Anatomy/morphology, Embryology/development, Molecular traits (amino acid sequence
in proteins or base sequence in DNA), Behavioral traits

PART (A) SCORING GUIDE (9 PTS MAX TOTAL)
SPECIATION definition (max 1 pt):
 Reproductive isolation by mutations and changes in gene pools.
 Adaptations (environmental and behavioral) may continue isolation after barriers no longer exist.
ISOLATING MECHANISMS (MAX 8 PTS, NO MORE THAN 2 PTS PER CATEGORY):
GEOGRAPHICAL BARRIERS
BEHAVIORAL ISOLATION
 Types of barriers that can physically separate
populations
 Variation in courtship/auditory signals
 Most speciation initiated by barriers
 Pheromones
 Genetic drift and/or founder effect contribute to
 Territoriality may lead to dispersal and
isolation
establishment of peripheral populations
 Barriers may result in environments that produce
 Example (actual or theoretical); Blue footed boobies,
different selective pressures
POLYPLOIDY
 Example (actual or theoretical); Grand Canyon rim
 Definition: more than two sets of chromosomes,
squirrels, Galapagos Islands Finches, etc
triploid or more
ECOLOGICAL ISOLATION
 Cellular processes resulting in polyploidy
 Allopatric populations can no longer occupy the
 More commonly a speciation factor in plants
same range due to adaptations to climate, food, etc.
 Autopolyploidy/allopolyploidy
 Sympatric populations can demonstrate habitat or
 Hybrid species formation often increases survival
niche isolation
rate
 Seasonal variations in fertility cycles or migratory
 Polyploidy is "instant" speciation
patterns
 Example (actual or theoretical)
 Example (actual or theoretical)

PART (A) TOTAL = _______ / 9

PART (B) SCORING GUIDE (6 POINTS MAXIMUM )
RESPONSE EARNS 1 POINT FOR EACH METHOD EXPLAINED AND 1 POINT FOR EITHER A STRENGTH OR A WEAKNESS.
Methods (1 point) AND





Fossils
(paleontology)
Anatomy/
morphology
Embryology/
development



Molecular traits
(amino
acid or DNA sequences)


Behavioral traits

Strengths (1 point)
 Determine time
 reveal extinct species.
 Homologous structures indicate
evolutionary relationships
 Analogous structures
 Reveals similarities in structures and
patterns of development that are not
evident in adults
 Large numbers of traits
 Allow study of evolution between
closely related species
 Most accurate.
 Some behaviors are genetic (e.g., frog
calls)

QUESTION 1 (A) AND (B) TOTAL SCORE = _______ / 15

OR Weaknesses (1 point)
 Not all species leave fossils
 Fossil record is incomplete.
 Some taxa have little diversity (e.g., bacteria)
 Some morphology reflects environment or
diet
 Similarities between species may be lost in
later development.



No (or little) data for extinct species
Variation within species blurs differences
between species.



Behavior maybe culturally transmitted or
learned (e.g., bird calls)

Question 2
Hereditary variations are essential to the evolution of populations.
A. Describe the different types of hereditary variability.
B. Explain how this variability can lead to the origin and maintenance of species.
PART (A) SCORING GUIDE (6PTS MAX)
MUTATIONS
 changes in the DNA
 A single mutation can have a large effect, but in many cases, evolutionary change is based on the
accumulation of many mutations.
 MUTATION TYPES: point, deletion, duplication, inversion, translocation, polysomy, polyploidy
 MUTATION ORIGIN: mutations are rare, random, or usually deleterious
 EFFECTS OF MUTATIONS: gene change leads to phenotypic change
SEXUAL REPRODUCTION
 can introduce new gene combinations into a population; genetic shuffling
 Recombination: independent assortment, crossing-over
 any consideration of asexual reproduction
GENE FLOW
 any movement of genes from one population to another
OTHER
 "hidden" variation: epistasis
PART (A) TOTAL = _______ / 6
PART B. (MAXIMUM OF 9 POINTS GIVEN)
 Only inherited (germ-line) changes are important
 POPULATIONs are unit of CHANGE DURING EVOLUTION
 NATURAL SELECTION: The fittest, in relation to environment, reproduce more/ more often
 GENETIC DRIFT: random change in gene frequencies
 Drift in small populations may effect large number of alleles
 CONTINUOUSLY CHANGING ENVIRONMENT: leads to continuing evolution
 SPECIATION: Isolation leads to divergence, mechanism for the build-up of difference
 Sympatric: an isolating device; for example: seasonal, habitat, behavioral, hybrid unviability, infertility
 AN EXAMPLE OF A CHANGED GENE OR PHENOTYPE OR FREQUENCY OR ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE: 1
point for each response, with a maximum of 2 points

QUESTION 2 PART (A) AND (B) TOTAL SCORE = _______ /15

